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The third game was also
to deal with the American
solution, which
culminates with the movie
War for the Planet of the
Apes. In the movie, the
apes are pretty savage,
while humans are
downright sweet. That
leads to a very common
theme in science fiction,
the idea of â€‹â€‹the
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apocalypse being coming
over a period of years,
which is again, a return to
that theme of savagery.
This game is set in the
future, and moves back
and forth between the
human race and the
earth's hosts, a time that's
more than enough to
warrant its conclusion,
with one player standing
on the edge of the earth
and raising a cannon
against the apostles . With
this game in mind, there
are a few tricks to watch
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for when you're playing it.
First off, note how the
more advanced players
have some strategy to play
to. They may get to know
a lot about the culture of
the game, and thus have a
better idea of â€‹â€‹what
the final scenario is going
to look like. Second, note
that characters like Dr.
Elijah, Tucker and
Mickey are powerful, and
can use skills and abilities
that aren't that useful
outside of the level. Third,
the story takes place in an
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alternate history universe,
so there are plenty of
surprises to be had.
Finally, be aware that this
game does more than
simply take control of a
group of humans to fight
against the bigger evil.
Thereâ€™s a lot of this
already demonstrated in
the multiplayer betas,
such as the gameâ€™s
far more sinister and
serious gameplay
mechanic of Lunaroid: the
artificial senses of an
alien being. Now that
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we've kicked off with
some history, let's see
where the story goes, and
what the enemies are like.
In the beginning, you
meet a group called the
Knights of the Ring, led
by Azrael Thorne and
Mordred Ragnarok.
Theyâ€™re based on the
legendary fighters, and
originate from the planet
Jora
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